Deep Autumn Palette
21 of your best colors

Pretty Your World
Deep Autumns

Deep Autumns (also known as “Shaded Autumns” in the 4x4 Color System®) need to wear strong colors to match their strong coloring. Vivid striking colors which are predominantly warm in undertone are the best. Deep Autumns get to wear the deep dark colors that would overwhelm and pale other seasons. Black is in your palette. Besides all Winters, Clear Springs and Deep Autumns are the only other seasons with either enough strength and/or contrast to Black successfully (there are always ways to ‘bend’ rules though).

Black alone though can be too cool on you and quite simply boring. You will want to pair deep shades with the bright or light colors in your palette for maximum effect.

See your palette above*. They are a sampling of some of your best colors but of course there are endless variations of each color; by each color could be a little lighter, darker, warmer, cooler, etc which can add hundreds of color possibilities for you.

Remember that different clothing and makeup manufacturers have different names for different colors. For example, "Purple" might be named "Wisteria" or "Plum". Just understand the general idea of what your Seasonal palette’s characteristics are (undertone, chroma, value, contrast) and you will be fine when it comes to choosing clothing and makeup colors.

*note: these colors were reproduced using the RGB html color coding. They may appear lighter or darker depending on your computer. Follow the names more than the colors for accuracy.
Deep Autumns need to choose **vivid colors**, **deep neutrals**, and **rich predominantly warm, colors** that reflect your mood and personality.

**Avoid:**
- Pastels, particularly cool ones.
- Very light, pale colors, even the warm based ones. They will just wash you out.

**Tips**

- If you have dark hair, as most DEEP seasons do, avoid trying to "go blonde". The look will wash you out. Same goes for highlights. Adding dimension to your hair color is fine as long as they are not too many and too light (keep them on the warm side, too).
- Deep auburn and rich reds can look particularly good on Deep Autumns.
- Your "sister" season is the Deep Winter. You can wear some of the darkest colors of the Winter palette like Black and Burgundy. However, for the Deep Autumn, try to avoid colors like magenta, Icy Pink or Fuchsia that you'd find in your sister palette; instead opt for shades of orange, peach, salmon or salmon-pink, which are more flattering to your warm coloring.
- A Deep Autumns needs to match her makeup to her coloring. No sugary pastels, pale blues and lavenders. There are an abundance of cosmetics in shades of brown, rust, deep orange, and peaches that will make you sparkle.
Makeup Suggestions:

Eye shadow -

*Contour*: dark brown, olive, bronze, warm gray

*Highlighter*: lemon, apricot, peach

*Eye pencil*: black, brown-black, spruce, purple

*Lipstick*: terracotta, cinnamon, deep apricot, raisin, spicy red

Have fun with your Colors!